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SLEEP WELL LIVE WELL

In this eBook you will find the best of the best expert health 
and wellbeing tips and advice to help you get the perfect 

recipes, discounts and our top picks.

Enjoy…
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SLEEP DEPREVATION CAN EFFECT 
ENERGY, CONCENTRATION, STRESS 

LEVELS AND MOOD

BRAINS SWEEP THEMSELVES CLEAN OF TOXINS 
DURING SLEEP



Q How much sleep do we actually need?

A We need between 7 and 9 hours sleep in order to fully function. 

HOW MUCH ARE YOU GETTING?
PHYSICAL . EMOTIONAL . MENTALT H E  I M P O R T A N C E  O F  S L E E P

SLEEP RESTORATION
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Fran McElwaine from Prϋv Wellness gives us the
low down on the importance of sleep.
We all know that absolutely everything is easier
after a good sleep! Sleep is fundamental to
our wellbeing, but somehow we manage to take it
for granted at the same time as berating our lack of
it! Often mis-understood and wildly under-rated, it
is a sad thing that so many people these days are
surviving on much less sleep than they actually
need. Before we look at why that should be and

causing the epidemic of poor sleep these
days, take a quick look at what sleep is, and
what it is actually does.
Although it seems we do nothing when we are
asleep, our bodies are actually quite busy. While
we are sleeping , our bodies and brains are
restocking our supply of hormones, processing
significant toxins, repairing damaged tissue,
generating vital white blood cells for immunity,
eliminating the effects of stress, and (importantly)
processing heavy emotions. Without sufficient time
to do this important work (ie 8 hours for the
average adult) our systems become increasingly
de-natured our hormones become imbalanced,
our immunity is suppressed, our ability to manage
stress is diminished, our natural appetite and
hunger levels go awry and our emotional flexibility
is compromised.

Sleep itself is one of the (many) gifts of our pineal
gland a tiny, pine-cone shaped lobe in the very
centre of our brains often referred to as the

. When our circadian rhythms are in sync (the
natural rhythms that control our daily, weekly and
monthly cycles, like tides), the pineal gland
releases the hormone and neuro-transmitter,
melatonin, at bed-time. Melatonin works by
suppressing the activity of other neurotransmitters
and helps to calm us down (primarily by countering
the stress hormone cortisol which is produced by
our adrenals). As we become sleepier, the brain
slowly begins to turn off our voluntary skeletal
muscle functions, directing energy inwards, to the
important work to be done while we sleep.
For ideal sleep, our melatonin levels should be
steadily rising at bed-time and our cortisol levels
should be rock-bottom. And this is a system that
has been devised over centuries of fairly constant
night-time behaviour. Not so very many decades
ago our night-time routines were very different from
today. We would be aware of the sunset and
benefit from the long-wave, red light from the sun
at the end of the day, our evenings would be spent
mostly in the dark with firelight or candle light
(again, red-light) and our activities, for the most
part, would be about - reading a
book, chatting before a fireside or taking a final
breath of night-air before bed-time
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These days our evening activities are very different
often involving mental or physical stimulants like
computer games, social networking, business
emails, alcohol or the latest knife-edge TV drama
sometimes all of them at once! What happens in
this scenario is that stress, and therefore cortisol,
levels go UP just before bedtime and the blue-light
from so many screens pushes melatonin levels
DOWN the very opposite of what we need for a
good sleep.
When my clients present with sleep problems, the
very first thing I do is work with them on what I call

the simple process of getting into
the good habits that restore the natural circadian
rhythms and allow peaceful, restful sleep. For a few
people, there are specific physical imbalances or
mental stressors that impact on the quality of sleep
(and these should be dealt with in the context of a
supported, ongoing and holistic approach to
general wellbeing). For the most part however, just
about everybody could benefit from improving their
bed-time routine and making space for a little bit of
self-care. So, to help you get started, here is my
recipe for the perfect sleep:

Fran McElwaine (Prϋv Wellness)

SLEEP RESTORATION
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The Prϋv
Ingredients
One long hot bath
Two large cups Epsom Salts
A few drops of essential oil (lavender, geranium,
frankincense, mandarin or clove being my
favourites)
A mug of herbal tea (eg lavender, valerian,
chamomile or passionflower) or a delicious
Turmeric Latte
A dry body-brush
A beautiful scented candle, such as the wonderful
Sleep Deep from Organdle
A natural body oil such as Argan Nut Oil
A good book
Pure linen sheets (optional)

Method
Start your preparations early in the afternoon and
avoid all caffeinated drinks (tea, coffee, colas) from
3pm onwards.
Eat your last meal 2 -3 hours before you go to bed
and try and keep your evening meal light, just
veggies and protein if possible, keeping your main
meal for the middle of the day (you will be
surprised how much a heavy meal, last thing at
night, can negatively impact your sleep).
No email, TV, computer games, next-day-planning,
or stressful conversations in the full hour prior to
bed-time

Light the candle, run a deep, hot bath and mix in
the Epsom Salts and essential oils (Epsom Salts
work brilliantly to draw out toxins and the
magnesium in them is a wonderful natural soother
and muscle relaxant).
Give yourself a gentle massage with a dry brush
using long, gentle strokes, starting with your feet
and legs, then hands and arms, moving towards
your heart and finishing with circular, clockwise
strokes around your tummy. This process
massively increases lymph flow and improves
night-time de-toxification
Soak for as long as you can in the bath to get the
full benefits of the Epsom salts and essential oils
(at least 20 minutes but up to 40 minutes if
possible).
Massage a few drops of oil into your still-damp
skin
Avoid fluoride toothpastes fluoride is known to
calcify the pineal gland
Relax into bed with a good book or a good lover
(or both!)

https://pruv.co.uk/product-category/linen-closet/
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Do you struggle to get a peaceful
sleep, waking up in the night or suffer from
sleep related problems including insomnia?
We've all asked the question right...what will
it take to get a decent night's sleep? Lack of
sleep can impact our day to day lives more
than we think and will have negative effects
on our health and wellbeing including energy
levels, mood and concentration. So a good

sleep is essential for the function of
the human body. Dreamer is a natural and
healthy alternative being carefully synergised
with a unique blend of organic essential oils
to induce the perfect night's sleep.

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION 
TO YOUR SLEEP PROBLEMS

9/10 of our customers said that they
had a better sleep when
using our Sleep Deep Dreamer
candle. Why? Because it is packed with
the purest of certified organic essential oils
which means that YOU reap the pure
wellbeing benefits that actually work.
blended four of the very best oils including
Clary Sage, Clove Bud, Green Mandarin and
Roman Chamomile to help you peacefully
drift off without interruption.

Save 20% by visiting our website using
code EBOOK.

https://www.organdlehealthyliving.com/collections/all


Why is sleep so crucially important to our
wellbeing apart from it making us manageable, less
irritated human beings? Sleep is a vital indicator of
overall health and well-being. We spend up to one-
third of our lives asleep and while most of us know
that getting a good sleep is important, too
few of us actually make those eight or so hours
between the sheets a priority! For many of us with
sleep issues, forgotten what truly

feels like.

So, what affects our quality of sleep, and how
come we can differ in so many ways?

Stress and anxiety are some of the biggest causes
that affect our sleep cycle, and once we are in the
grips of a vicious cycle it's really difficult to get out
of it. Imagine that within your mind you have
called a stress bucket, and in that stress bucket
we have the ability to hold and store stress,
whether that be childhood stresses, parents
divorced, adolescent stresses, exams,
relationships, houses, careers, children, losing
loved ones or whatever other stresses you have
experienced, either way they all go into this stress
bucket.

Now, we all have our own healthy limit of stress, as
healthy amount gives us that drive to things

. However, when we encounter too much
stress or something tips us over the edge its starts
to affect us is many ways and sleep is usually the
first to go.

When we enter into our sleep cycle, throughout the
night we will enter into a deeper level of sleep
which is called our R.E.M cycle (rapid eye
movement) and this is where the brain will re-run
the events of the day in either a clear or
metaphorical way and move them from the
emotional part of the brain the logical part of the
brain, which is where the famous quote on

comes from. When you wake up in the morning,
if had an argument for instance, never
half as bad as what it seemed the night before.
This is because had the time to make
logical sense of it whilst sleeping.

The problem is, R.E.M is only restricted to 20% of
our sleep cycle and if we have an overly full stress
bucket our R.E.M work through it all, so
people that suffer from stress and anxiety will often
find that wake up more than once at night.
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Samantha Colclough
Solution Focused Clinical Hypnotherapist & 

Psychotherapist
DSFH, AfSFH, CNHC Reg.

plpclinic.com
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This is the brains way of saying woaah I take any more, time for you to wake up, then
start the process all over again. As someone who is perhaps already in the swing of stress and or anxiety

find that you think a little more, or should I say a lot more on the negative side of things (which again,
there is a rational explanation for this) and all of those negative thoughts and stresses you then have
throughout the day, go straight back into that stress bucket of yours. So actually never really
emptying it, just maintaining it.

SO HOW DO YOU START TO SLEEP BETTER?

Stress and anxiety can be reduced by managing the levels of cortisol in your body and increasing the
levels, of serotonin, oxytocin, dopamine and endorphins. When you start to adopt daily practices over a
period of time, your sleep should start to return to its normal pattern. Strat putting positivity into practice
with these three steps.

.

.

.
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STEP 1 | Interact in a positive way, whether that be with
work colleagues, friends, intimate relationships or
even a stranger walking past!

STEP 2 | Be active in a positive way, whether that be going for a 
walk, a bike ride, going to the gym.

STEP 3 | Think in a positive way, more often than not we tend 
to put a negative spin on things, so if you find yourself 

negatively first you must realise that this is your brains 

the best way so always try and switch the polarity 

the end.

SLEEP RESTORATION
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M I N D F U L N E S S &  
M E D I T A T I O N
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A mental state, a written or spoken discourse expressing considered thoughts on a subject achieved by
focusing one's awareness on the present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting one's
feelings, thoughts and bodily sensations used as a therapeutic technique. Mindfulness and meditation
actively help our brains to produce the positive hormones (the feel good hormone) and chemicals we need
to keep our brains in tip top condition. Living mindfully and regular meditation practise can reduce and even
eliminate the likelihood of anxiety & depression, which will as a result help you to sleep better. But what is
the difference between these two mind calming techniques? Resilience coach Nicola Mcleod, founder of
Defining You give us her insight into mindfulness and meditation. Nicola helps stressed, anxious and
overwhelmed woman cultivate their inner strength and confidence and move forward to create a life on their
terms. Whether a goal you want to reach, a barrier to overcome or you long to feel more value and self
worth.

difference between mindfulness and meditation, is that mindfulness
invites you to be present in the moment. You do not need to sit quietly for
hours on end, all you need to do in a moment is simply bring your
awareness & focus to what you are doing. Whether you are walking,
breathing or chopping the vegetables for dinner. Bringing your attention
to the task in hand is a very simple & convenient way of practising

mindfulness.

You can also introduce mindfulness into eating habits. Instead of
grabbing a sandwich, slow your mind down, become aware of your body,
& tune into what your body is craving. You'll find it craves something a lot
healthier than if you'd just grabbed the first thing in the fridge or shop.

The most popular way to introduce mindfulness into your routine is to sit
quietly, get comfortable, close your eyes & focus on your breath. Slow
your breathing down to a comfortable rhythm and then keep your focus
on breathing. Thoughts will come into your awareness, and that's
ok. Just watch them float away again, and bring your awareness back to
your breath. This, like most good things in life, takes practise.

Meditation is similar, but different. There are many forms of meditation;
silent meditation, guided meditation, walking meditation the list goes
on. My personal favourite is a guided visualisation. There are plenty on
YouTube, just find something that sits well with you & you enjoy and start
doing it daily. Even 5 minutes of a quiet mind will help you massively.www.definingyou.co

SLEEP RESTORATION

http://definingyou.co/
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funny that one of the most natural and frequent activities that we engage in can sometimes be
the most difficult. We go to sleep every single day and imperative for our survival; yet many of us
find it difficult to simply switch off and go to sleep. Why should this be? the million dollar
question. The reasons are myriad, complex and interconnected. Ranging from stress, to nutrition
and exercise to poor sleep hygiene. The good news however is that you can make a massive
difference to the quality of your sleep without resorting to medication or extreme measures. All we
have to do is work with the natural rhythms and tendencies of the body and mind.

A MINDFUL NATURAL 
APPROACH TO SLEEP

Samantha Toon
Breaking Waves Mindfulness

USE BREATH TO HELP YOU
DRIFT OFF TO SLEEP

Once in bed, lie on your back with one hand on your belly and one hand on your heart. Feel
your body supported by the bed and cocooned by the bedding around you. Place your attention on
the breath and just notice the natural rhythm of the breath for a moment. Breathing in, pausing,
breathing out, pausing. Observing how the breath feels in your body beneath your hands. If this
feels comfortable, you can stay like that, or you can start to establish a rhythm where the exhale is
longer than the inhale. This longer exhale activates the natural calming mechanism known as
the parasympathetic nervous system and makes it easier to drift off to sleep. The well-known
version of this technique is known as the 4-7-8 breath, because you breathe in for 4, pause for 7
and exhale for 8. I find it quite a struggle to maintain this sequence however, so feel free to adapt it
to suit you. I prefer 4-2-6 for instance, but it really matter, as long as the exhale is longer
than the inhale.

If you still find your mind is filled with thoughts and you keep going over and over them, you may
want to try a mindfulness of thoughts meditation to help quieten your mind. You can download my
meditation go of thoughts for on the Breaking Waves Mindfulness website HERE.

SLEEP RESTORATION

https://breakingwavesmindfulness.com/
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L I V E  W E L L
EAT WELL . LIVE WELL . SLEEP WELL

Fran McElwaine, CHH

Fran is a Functional Food Specialist and Certified Health Coach. Using food as medicine, Fran  
has developed the Prϋv Protocol a unique health coaching methodology that allows her to 
work with her clients to unlock their unique nutrition blueprint and has given us the low down on 
how nutrition can effect sleep. The Prϋv Protocol is an easy way to work with your unique 
biology to balance hormones & boost immunity, so you can turn back the clock, manage weight 
and rediscover lost energy. Find out more about Fran and her wellness programmes, by visiting: 
pruv.co.uk/pruv-protocol

A good sleep depends on a ready supply of good nutrition throughout the day. A diet that is
high in artificial stimulants such as sugar, refined carbohydrates, alcohol and glutamate (found in
artificial sweeteners, hydrolised yeast protein and msg) will naturally result in uneasy or broken
sleep as all these foods interfere with our natural energy levels, endocrine systems and hunger
levels. Conversely, a nutrient-rich diet, high in fibre, with the right balance of protein, fat and
carbohydrates ensures a steady release of energy throughout the day, setting us up perfectly for
a peaceful and restful full sleep. Here is a guideline menu-plan and some recipes for a
perfectly balanced day of eating for sleep.

http://www.pruv.co.uk/pruv-protocol
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B R E A K F A S T

A high protein breakfast is always the perfect start
to the day. If you can tolerate them, eggs give you
the best possible alternative they are
perfect breakfast food, full of good fats, important
vitamins, protein and minerals. Here is a recipe for
my little Puff Muffins easy-peasy little portable
breakfasts that you can pop in the oven while you
take a shower and eat immediately afterwards, or
later, whatever best suits your routine.
Alternatively, smashed avocado on a good
sourdough or rye toast is an excellent option or
you good opt for a really wonderful, nutritionally
complete, breakfast smoothie shake such as Dr

Super Shake, mixed with coconut water
and a frozen banana or frozen berries.

Sauté 4 spring onions, one small chilli and half a
tea spoon of cumin powder in a small pan. Steam
one cup small broccoli florets (or, better still, use
some left over from last supper). Divide the
vegetables amongst 8 muffin cases. Beat five eggs
with plenty of salt and pepper and then pour over
the vegetables. Pop in a pre-heated oven at 200C
and bake for 15 mins or until puffed and
golden. You can add parmesan or cheddar if you
are not dairy free, or chicken if you eat meat. In
fact you can ring the changes indefinitely with
tomatoes, mushrooms, cauliflower, peppers,
garlic, herbs, bacon or ham anything you
happen to have in the fridge. These little Puff
Muffins are DELICIOUS for lunch as well, perhaps
served with my Kale & Sunflower Seed Pesto.

https://pruv.co.uk/shop/pantry-products/dr-gaye-super-shake/
https://pruv.co.uk/recipes/brunch-inspo/
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Ideally lunch will be your main meal of
the day. I will either have a
large chopped salad with plenty of
protein to give me enough energy to
cope with whatever the afternoon may
throw at me or a delicious soup, both
of which are easy to make in advance
and take in to work with you. I prefer
to use just lemon juice and olive oil to
dress my salads rather than shop
bought, or restaurant prepared
dressing simply because you can
never be sure how much sugar is
added to the latter. Good protein
sources are grass fed, organic animal
protein, wild caught fish or beans &
lentils. Alternatively I might make up
some hummus or bean dip to eat
alongside crudites. Here is a recipe
for a deliciously easy bean dip

Bean Dip Recipe
Ingredients
· 400g (one can) beans or chick peas. You 
can use absolutely any kind of bean, this time I 
used flageolet beans
· 2 spring onions roughly chopped
· 1 large plum tomato roughly chopped
· 1 handful of roughly chopped coriander
· 1 tbsp chopped chilli
· 3 tbsps tahini (sesame seed paste)
· 1 tsp cumin
· 1 clove of garlic
· juice of one lemon
· good glug of extra virgin olive oil
· salt and pepper to taste

Method
Put everything except the salt and pepper into
the food processor (I even bother to drain
the beans) and whizz until you have the texture
you like, adding more or less oil to get the
consistency you prefer. Add salt and pepper to
taste once everything is combined and give
another quick pulse to make sure it is all mixed
together thoroughly.

https://pruv.co.uk/recipes/perfect-salads/
https://pruv.co.uk/recipes/super-soup/
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Supper is the meal that really sets you up for a
good sleep. It should be full of protein
but not so heavy it is impossible to
digest. This high protein , veggie bowl is the
perfect evening meal, ideally eaten at least 2 -3
hours before going to bed.

Aztec Veggie Bowl
Ingredients
· 100g Quinoa, soaked for one hour
· 200g beans (any beans will do, my
favourites are black or black-eyed beans)
· 1 small sweet potato, cubed
· 1 red pepper, seeded and sliced
· 12 baby tomatoes on or off the vine
· 1 red onion cut into wedges
· Broccoli spears
· 1 large red chilli
· 2 large cloves of garlic
· 1/2 avocado
· 3 tablespoon olive oil
· 1 lime
· Handful chopped coriander
· Salt & Pepper to taste

Veggie Bowl Method
Wash and chop the sweet potato, red peppers
and onions. Cut lime in half and place in a
roasting tin with the chopped veggies,
tomatoes, whole chilis, garlic cloves and 1
tablespoon of oil plus salt and pepper to
taste. Roast in a hot oven for 30 minutes or
until the veggies are just starting to char on the
edges. Rinse the quinoa and put onto boil in 2
cups fresh salted water. When cooked (after
approx 10 minutes) drain, but keep the water
and use it to warm up the beans. Steam the
broccoli for a few minutes until tender but still
bright green. Divide the quinoa and beans
between two bowls and arrange the roasted
veggies and broccoli on top. Squeeze the juice
from the roasted limes (which should have
caramelised slightly). Chop the roasted chilli
finely and mix with the lime juice, soft roasted
garlic cloves and remaining olive oil. Add salt
and pepper to taste and mix thoroughly (or
blend) to create a rich zingy dressing. Arrange
avocado slices on each bowl and drizzle with
the dressing and sprinkle chopped coriander
on top. And there you have it! One great big
bowl of healthy!
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YOUR SLEEP

Alison Sampson
Springs of Eden Wellbeing Clinic

Alison is an ex Nurse and Midwife with over 30 years of public health nursing experience. Through a
challenging personal health journey, she is a survivor and evidence that natural health is powerful.
Alison is now the founder and owner of Springs of Eden Wellbeing Clinic near Glasgow. She is
Glasgow and certified Metabolic Balance Coach, ARCH Certified Colon Hydrotherapist
offering food intolerance and digestive health testing, clinical aromatherapy and pregnancy massage
and has emphasized the importance of the link between good gut health and sleep.

Ever heard of the saying "busy head, busy gut?" Having had 30 years of public health nursing
experience in the community, I was able to observe much about a patient's general health and well-
being. This sparked my growing interest in natural health and primarily gut health and how it affected
a person's overall general health and wellbeing including how it affected the quality of a sleep.

The gut is known as the second brain, the (ENS Enteric Nervous System). It is where 80% of the
immune system resides and today scientists are more aware of how our gut is influencing our mental
health, daily behaviour, ability to have quality sleep and indeed our sleep-wake cycles (circadian
rhythm). Research is showing that when a person lacks a healthy balance of good gut bacteria, it
can cause and perpetuate poor sleep quality which as a result, leads to further health complications
such as obesity, inflammatory disease, digestive upset, emotional disorders and lowered immunity.

As an Arch registered colonic hydrotherapist, I see increasing numbers of clients at my wellbeing
clinic with various minor digestive complaints, many of which are accompanied by sleep problems.
My first line of wellbeing advice is "improve your gut health, improve your sleep." A good "Sleep
Hygiene" routine is of prime importance to establishing quality sleep.
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BY OPTIMISING GUT HEALTH 
YOU ARE HELPING YOUR BODY RESTORE 

HEALTHY SLEEP

I advise my clients to take a good multistrain oral
probiotic daily. Focus on a whole food diet rich in
prebiotics and indigestible fibres, found in a wide
variety of vegetables and fruit. Apples,
asparagus, avocados, honey and oats are all
good sources of prebiotics that will feed and
fertilize good gut bacteria.
Choose natural products, eat clean unprocessed
food and keep toxic stress to a minimum! Our
busy, stressful lifestyles deplete our gut of good
bacteria as do antibiotics in medicines and in
certain foods. Environmental toxins, pesticides,
antibacterial cleaning and personal care
products all kill off good bacteria.
Make time for exercise. Learn to destress.

• Get outside into the fresh air - exposure to
outdoor bacteria in the soil and being around
animals will improve and strengthen the
immune system.

• Go camping spend time in nature.
• Walk in the countryside get active.
• Take up horse riding or gardening.

Don't be afraid of dirt! This all builds the
foundation for optimal health wellbeing and good
sleep.

Healthy sleep habits include having a consistent
bed time. Here are three of my best top sleep
tips:

1. Avoid all blue light and electrical devices at
least an hour before sleeping.

2. Sleep in a dark room.
3. Avoid late evening meals.

To find out more about optimising gut
health you can visit Springs of Eden and book

free consultation.

http://springs-of-eden.com/
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N A T U R A L  A L T E R N A T I V E S
DITCH THE CHEMICALS
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Can toxin overloads affect your sleep, mood and 
hormones?

Yes they absolutely can! In western
culture, being exposed to toxic substances is
inevitable, creating havoc with your health and
wellbeing. It is impossible to avoid every single
synthetic chemical, but you can do your part in
reducing the amount of toxins your home and
body are exposed to. Toxic substances from the
environment (including every day cleaning
products) or in your diet and beauty products can
impact your mood, energy and sleep almost
immediately, creating a reaction for up to 24
hours, or they can build up to cause years of ill
health, depression, anxiety, and chronic disease.
The liver comes into play when you consume
anything of a toxic nature to your system, this
includes anything applied to the skin. Human skin
is a powerful absorption organ that seems to be
constantly hungry for anything that touches its
surface and will absorb up to 60% of substances
applied to its surface. During this time, enzymes
and nutrients required by the liver for detoxification
are used in excessive levels in this system,
disrupting sleep, mood, digestion, and energy,
where these enzymes are also necessary.

You can be beautiful, healthy and 



1 | Parabens. Parabens are widely used preservatives
that prevent the growth of bacteria, mould and yeast in
cosmetic products. Sounds good, right? Not so fast,
they do more than that. Parabens possess estrogen-
mimicking properties that are associated with the risk of
breast cancer. These chemicals are absorbed through
the skin and have been identified in biopsy samples
from breast tumours. They can be found in makeup,
body washes, deodorants, shampoos and facial
cleansers. You can also find them in food and
pharmaceutical products.

2 | Synthetic Colours. If you take a look at your product
label and notice FD&C or D&C, they represent artificial
colours. F representing food and D&C representing drug
and cosmetics. These letters precede a colour and
number (e.g., D&C Red 27 or FD&C blue 1). These
synthetic colours are derived from petroleum or coal tar
sources. Synthetic colours are suspected to be
a human carcinogen, a skin irritant and are linked to
ADHD in children. The European Classification and
Labeling considers it a human carcinogen and the EU
Union has banned it. So brightly coloured products are
a no no.

3 | Fragrance. This particular category is pretty scary,
because what does mean anyway? This
term was created to a secret

. But as the consumer you could be putting on
a concoction that contains tons of chemicals that are
hazardous to your health even candles! Candles that
contain the word are the ones to avoid. The
same goes for conditioner, shampoo, body wash and
moisturizers etc. Fragrance mixes have been associated
with allergies, dermatitis, respiratory distress and
potential effects on the reproductive system.

4 | Phthalates. A group of chemicals used in hundreds
of products to increase the flexibility and softness of
plastics. They are known to be endocrine disruptors and
have been linked to increased risk of breast cancer,
early breast development in girls, and reproductive birth
defects in males and females. Unfortunately, it is not
disclosed on every product as added to fragrances
(remember the not listed)

5 | Tricolson is a widely used antimicrobial chemical
a known endocrine disruptor especially thyroid

and reproductive hormones, and a skin irritant. Studies
raise concerns that triclosan contributes to making
bacteria antibiotic-resistant. There also enough
supporting evidence that washing with antibacterial
soaps containing triclosan provides any benefit over
washing with regular soap and water. Tricolson can be
found in toothpastes, antibacterial soaps and
deodorants.

10 CHEMICALS TO WATCH OUT FOR

SLEEP RESTORATION 
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6 | Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) / Sodium laureth sulfate
(SLES). This surfactant can be found in more than 90
percent of personal care and cleaning products (think
foaming products). are known to be skin, lung,
and eye irritants. A major concern about SLS is its
potential to interact and combine with other chemicals to
form nitrosamines, a carcinogen. These combinations
can lead to a host of other issues like kidney and
respiratory damage. They can be found in shampoo,
body wash/cleanser, mascara and acne treatment.

7 | Formaldehyde. Formaldehyde and formaldehyde-
releasing preservatives preservatives are used in
many cosmetic products to help prevent bacteria
growth. This chemical was deemed as a human
carcinogen by The International Agency for Research on
Carcinogens (IARC) and has been linked to occupational
related cancers: nasal and nasopharyngeal. It is known
to cause allergic skin reactions and it may also be
harmful to the immune system. It can be found in nail
polish, body washes, conditioners, shampoos, cleansers,
eye shadows, nail polish treatments.

8 | Toluene. A petrochemical derived from petroleum or
coal tar sources. You may see it on labels listed as
benzene, toluol, phenylmethane,
methylbenzene. Toluene is a potent solvent able to
dissolve paint and paint thinner. It can affect your
respiratory system, cause nausea and irritate your skin.
Expecting mothers should avoid exposure to toluene
vapours as it may cause detrimental damage to your
baby. Toluene has also been linked to immune system
toxicity and is widely found in paraffin wax candles.

9 | Propylene glycol. Propylene glycol is a small organic
alcohol commonly used as a skin-conditioning agent.
classified as a skin irritant and penetrator. It has been
associated with causing dermatitis as well as hives in
humans. It can be found in moisturizers, sunscreen,
makeup products, conditioners, shampoo and hair
sprays.

10 | Sunscreen chemicals. These chemicals function as a
sunscreen agent, to absorb ultraviolet light. These
chemicals are endocrine disruptors and are believed to
be easily absorbed into the body. They may also
cause cellular damage and cancer. Common names are
benzophenone, PABA, avobenzone, homosalate and
ethoxycinnmate. They can be found in sunscreen
products.
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French Lavender & Comfrey Foot 
Balm

We just LOVE this beautiful foot balm guaranteed to
remove the build up of hard skin on the soles and
soothe the feet allowing all the nerve endings to
release the tension as you fall into a deep sleep. Can
be used on feet and legs daily. If you would like to
treat yourself to this magical little jar of wonders to
add to your bedtime routine, you can visit Ndulge
and pop in code OHW01 at checkout.

Ndulge are a London based company specialising in
soothing blends of Natural & Organic skincare
remedies especially for dry and sensitive skin.
Carefully selected raw ingredients are formulated to
create the ultimate skincare spa remedies with no
unnecessary chemical intrusions. Complemented by
other natural products that work well on every skin
type, enhancing 100% potent powers of the finest
quality naturally active plants, oils and butters, we
think these are a great choice for including in your
bedtime routine. No chemicals, no nasties, just pure
natural goodness.

KINN LIVING
Ok so who says that you clean your home
minus all the killer chemical toxins? Did you know
that pure organic essential oils have the most
powerful antibacterial properties about? We
absolutely love Kinn Living products and are our
absolute favourite when it comes to home
cleaning. Non-toxic, plant-based, biodegradable
cleaning - their home range contains natural
cleaning agents including sodium carbonate,
coconut diethanolamide, alky poly glucoside
(from corn sugars and coconut oil), and natural
disinfectants lavender and rosemary. These
plant-based ingredients effectively clean your
home, while smelling great and being kind to you
and your environment. By using naturally effective
formulas free from harsh chemicals, this home
range is safe as can be and affordable too.

www.kinn-living.com

http://www.ndulge.co.uk/
https://www.kinn-living.com/
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huge fans of Purepotions, simply because
their products do what it says on the
and because they are a great natural, non toxic
alternative to your morning and night routine which
will overall help you to sleep better.
Purepotions make a range of dry skin products
which are sold across the world, as well as being
stocked in British high street shops such as Boots,
Waitrose and Holland & Barrett. There are creams
made with shea butter for daily use, as well as
100% natural blends of oils for all-over skin care.
They continue to make all the products by hand in
a workshop in Brighton, although these days,
instead of founder Natalie at her kitchen table, the
company employs 14 full-time staff to meet
demand and is forecast to hit a million pounds in
annual turnover in the next year. We would highly
recommend their brand new natural shampoo and
conditioner. If you like to soak in a nice hot bubble
bath before bed then what better thing to lather
through your hair that this? So if like to give
them a go then you can use code ORGANDLE25
for a 25% discount on their website

www.purepotions.co.uk

SLEEP RESTORATION 

Skin Organics Clean Beauty Box is a UK based
luxurious, Non Toxic and cruelty free subscription
box. Each box contains a collection of carefully
chosen organic, natural, non-toxic and cruelty-
free full size and travel size products that
represent high standards of clean beauty. You
will discover skincare, body care, amazing make
up and self care products. Beautifully wrapped in
eco-friendly packaging and delivered to your
doorstep. Skin Organics will ship 5 products to
you per month so you can discover new and
emerging artisan organic and natural brands in
addition to well known brands. As well as
monthly subscriptions they offer 3 monthly and 6
monthly prepay subscriptions. They also offer gift
boxes with a personalised message option and
limited edition boxes as a one off box without the
commitment to a subscription. Vegan Friendly
boxes are also available. We love these boxes,
especially if you are switching over to natural and
organic products as you can test out lots of
different brands each month. At £21.00 per
month plus £3.95 PP they are great value for
money too. You can use our unique code
ORGANDLE10 for 10% off your first box!

www.skinorganicsbeautybox.co.uk

Image Credit: Kayleigh @TheEveryRose

http://www.purepotions.co.uk/
http://www.skinorganicsbeautybox.co.uk/
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award winning White Rabbit Skincare
has got to be one of our absolute favourites when
it comes to all natural, vegan friendly skincare
solutions.
White Rabbit Skincare is an award winning, cruelty
free and vegan friendly, luxury skincare brand. All
of their products are 100% natural and handmade
in Scotland. After suffering from psoriasis,
reluctant to use steroid based creams on her skin,
founder Melanie Blane created a skincare range
that was kind to her skin. After seeing a massive
improvement, Melanie turned her search for
psoriasis relief into a career and in April 2014,
White Rabbit Skincare was established.
Melanie now works alongside Entrepreneurial
Spark, with her own dedicated workshop
premises and more than a dozen retailers on her
books. White Rabbit Skincare now have a skilled
and dedicated team who deliver the highest
standards of customer service and attention to
detail across all aspects of the business. The
company is responsible for production, sales,
marketing and distribution of a portfolio of
products in the UK, Switzerland, Hong Kong and
the Netherlands.
White Rabbit success is built on both
strong understanding of customer needs, and a
desire to do better by the environment. The
company is also very proud to be PETA endorsed,
approved by Naturewatch and most recently,
certified by The Vegan Society.
Here are a few of my favourite products that will
help you on your way to a better sleep routine
minus the toxins!

This beauty shortlist award winning cleansing
water is great If you are looking for a quick, easy
way to remove your makeup and cleanse your skin
at the same time before bed and because it is
filled with natural goodness, it hinder your
sleep and is my go to for my night time regime.

It's All About M.E. is a special night cream and
the ultimate cream to add to your bedtime
routine. Not only does it help soothe and calm
any sore, inflamed areas overnight, whilst firming
and improving elasticity in your skin, it helps
research into M.E, (or Myalgic encephalomyelitis -
commonly known as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome )
too. £1 from every pot sold being donated to
the M.E. Association.

www.whiterabbitskincare.co.uk

http://www.meassociation.org.uk/
https://whiterabbitskincare.co.uk/
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SLEEP RESTORATION   

H E R B A L  T E A

Good Night Tea is the perfect sweet treat
before bedtime. Pop the kettle on and your
slippers. This Great Taste Awards Two Gold
Star winner is a gorgeous, sweet blend of
soothing lavender with a fruity blueberry flavour
on a base of caffeine-free rooibos. Blended
with lemon balm and lots of fruity flavours from
orange peel, apple and hibiscus petals, the
perfect caffeine free brew to relax your mind
and body at the end of a long day.

These beautiful natural herbal teas are
available from Organdle

Love chocolate? Then love
this decadent Guilt-Free Choccy
tea. a sophisticated blend of
high quality black tea, luscious
chunks of real chocolate, tasty
cocoa beans and a hint of luxurious
vanilla. Now you have to limit
your chocolate intake, you can treat
yourself any time! This delicious, rich
blend will soon become your
favourite indulgence. A succulent
brew to uplift your mood on those
hectic days

REPLACE YOUR MORNING COFFEE with this
energising brew packed with powerful ingredients
to help you focus and achieve. This tasty yerba
mate, ginkgo & ginseng brew will get you firing on
all cylinders. made with yerba mate from South
America which has stimulant properties and a
similar taste to green tea. loaded with nutrients
and packs a real punch without the jitters you often
get with coffee. This Great Taste Award Gold Star
winner has been blended with delicious, rich cocoa
shells and added ginseng and ginkgo to
help sharpen your mind and get you ready to take
on the world.

https://www.organdlehealthyliving.com/collections/herbal-tea
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K I C K  S T A R T  
Y O U R  M O R N I N G

Did you wake up on the wrong side of the bed this
morning? If a pull the duvet over your head
type of person and a little (or big) bit
grouchy when you wake up, its probably because
you get the right amount of sleep or
allowed yourself to wake up properly. Research
shows that if woken up mid sleep cycle, it
can take us as long as four hours to fully wake up
and by this point probably already on our
third coffee of the day hoping that it boosts those
much needed energy levels that we lack in the
mornings. But did you know this could probably
be making you feel more sleepy and less
energetic? Yes! Coffee makes you tired because it
is making you dehydrated. Caffeine is a stimulant
that increases alertness and boosts energy levels,
so caffeine itself the cause of drowsiness.
Coffee however, is a complex drink and can cause
you to feel tired at times and can quickly lead to a
vicious dehydrating cycle. Why not try replacing
your morning coffee with Tea Huggers Good
Morning blend available HERE.

1| You drink a cup of coffee and soon afterwards
need to use the bathroom.
2| When you go to the bathroom, your body loses
water.
3| When your body loses water, your blood
thickens.
4| When your blood thickens, it moves more slowly
through your arteries and veins.
5| As your blood slows down, it delivers less
oxygen to your body.
6| Without as much oxygen, you become sluggish.
7| You may reach for more coffee to combat the
sluggishness, thus starting the cycle again.

Drinking sweet coffee will give you a sugar crash. If
your coffee is especially sweet or you are drinking
coffee flavoured drinks that have lots of sugar but
little coffee you may actually be experiencing a

and crash as opposed to the caffeine
boost hoped for. You may be drinking
coffee after coffee and wondering why you are
feeling more and more tired and this is why. Sugar
is processed much more quickly than coffee and it
leaves you without energy after its used up by your
body.

https://www.organdlehealthyliving.com/collections/herbal-tea/products/good-morning
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V I T A L I T Y
F O C U S  &  C L A R I T Y

If you lack energy and concentration in the day
time or feel fatigued and unmotivated we have just
the thing for you. Give your energy levels the boost
they need with the fresh and rejuvenating aroma
of our Focus & Clarity from our Vitality candle
range, uniquely formed using organic rosemary,
cardamom and lime essential oils. This blend of
organic essential oils are stimulating and will
increase vitality, circulation and alertness giving
you an outburst of much needed energy.
Whether you work from home, in the office, study
or a stay at home parent with an endless list
of chores to get through and know where
you will get the energy from
THIS IS YOUR SOULTION.

Rosemary is invigorating , refreshing, revitalising
and stimulating. This wonderful culinary essential
oil will help to overcome mental fatigue, stimulate
your body and improve mental clarity when inhaled
and has been known to help with memory
retention.
Cardamom A beautiful intriguing oil that is
emotionally uplifting and energising offering
promise to those challenged with metal fatigue
and stress.
Lime Simple yet powerful, lime has endless uses
but most importantly it can restore your energy
and help with chronic fatigue.

If you need a fresh release of energy Save 20% by
visiting our website using code EBOOK.

https://www.organdlehealthyliving.com/collections/all
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HOW TO  CREATE A MORNING
ROUTINE TO KICK START 

YOUR DAY

1 | QUALITY SLEEP
Go to bed and wake up at the same time each
day making sure you get your 8 hours sleep. If you
have to wake up by 8am, count back 8 hours and
adjust this if you still wake up feeling sluggish.
Remember over sleeping can make you feel just
as tired as not getting enough sleep

2 | WAKE UP EARLIER
Wake up earlier, even as little as ten minutes can
make an enormous difference to your entire day.

3 | MINDFULNESS MEDITATION & GRATITUDE
Use those ten minutes for mindfulness and
meditation and set your intentions for the day.
ALWAYS start the day with a positive mindset and
think of three things you are grateful for today.

4 | DRINK WATER
The first thing your probably thinking of is a cup of
tea or coffee. Remember your body has just gone
a whole 8 hours with no water and will need re
hydrating. Water that is at room temperature or
cool and not straight from the fridge is best as this
will be too shocking to the system. You can add a
slice of lemon!

5 | THE WORD
Yes Exercise! Help your body to wake up by
moving it. This can be at any level you wish. It
could be gentle stretches, yoga, or a mindful
walk. If you're feeling energetic, 10 minutes of
cardio or a run, the choice is yours. You can mix it
up, do something different on different days,
depending on the weather, for example.

6 | SHOWER
It's always nice to have an unhurried shower in the
morning. Try a warm/cold shower - a few minutes
with warm water, a few minutes with cold is very
stimulating, and can help if you're feeling sluggish.

7 | BREAKFAST
Skipping breakfast can be tempting especially if
your pushed for time but as we all know it is the
most important meal of the day and will help to
boost your energy levels too.

8 | JOURNALING
Journaling is fantastic at any time, but is a
particularly great way to start the day. Journaling
helps reduce stress, increases self awareness and
self acceptance and is a powerful tool to use. You
can add to this at the end of the day.
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Kick Start Smoothie Bowl

½ cup
blueberries

½ cup
blackberries

½ banana

1 teaspoon
chia seeds

1 tablespoon
oats

1 tablespoon 
Organic
cacao powder

1 cup
organic coconut milk
Almond or oat milk

1 teaspoon
raw organic honey
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S L E E P  T W E A K S

down at the end of the night is pivotal for
a good sleep. Most of us are guilty of falling
into bed after a busy and stressful day but leaving
our brains in overdrive doing us any favours
and can be the cause of poor sleep quality. The
most valuable thing that you can do to improve the
quality of sleep that you get is to introduce a
bedtime routine to your evenings.

SLEEP ROUTINE

1| Light Unwind or Dreamer candle at least 2-4
hours before bed to allow the benefits of the
essential oils to really take effect.
2| Ditch all electronic devices at least an hour
before sleeping.
3| An Epson salt soak in the bath.
4| Dim lighting while reading or journaling.
5| Put 2 drops of organic roman chamomile in the
palms of my hands and inhale for half a minute.

Gina Sampson, Founder of Organdle.

Tip 1 | Brush your teeth in the dark.
One of the biggest culprits of sleep disturbance is
bright lights before bedtime. One of the last things
we do before bed is brush our teeth. If you have
trouble switching off at night, try brushing your
teeth in the dark or in dim lights so that your brain
gets ready for bed.

Tip 2 | Stop worrying about your sleep.
Stop worrying about your sleep.
Sleep tracking has become very popular recently,
but it could be causing you more problems than
good. Everyone, even good sleepers, wake up
around three or four times a night. Most of us just

realise it. If you are using a tracker and start
to become anxious about these short awakenings,
even when you feel rested, this can actually cause
sleep problems. Many people who develop
insomnia start to worry about not getting enough
sleep and this actually keeps them awake, so try
not to stress too much about your sleep. We all
have good and bad nights.

Tip 3 | Limit your bedtime.
Ever felt really tired and gone to bed early, only to
find yourself wide awake hours later? This
uncommon, going to bed too early can actually
cause poor sleep. It might seem counterintuitive
but limiting the time you spend in bed can help
you get to sleep quicker.
If you are going to bed at 9pm or earlier everyday
and sleep, try going to bed later until you find
the time that works for you. Set a routine where
you go to bed at the same time everyday, and

go to bed early to compensate for a bad
sleep.

Alison Gardiner, a behavioural psychologist and
the creator of Sleepstation shares her three top
tips on sleeping when you feel like you cant.
Sleepstation is an online course for people
suffering from insomnia and other sleep related
problems. They use cognitive behavioural therapy
for insomnia (CBTi), the recommended treatment
for insomnia, to cure long term sleeping problems
without the need for sleeping pills. Sleepstation
has been clinically proven to cure insomnia and
9/10 people who use it get better sleep.

https://www.organdlehealthyliving.com/collections/all/products/serenity-scented-wellbeing-candle-de-stress-relaxation
https://www.organdlehealthyliving.com/collections/all/products/sleep-deep-scented-wellbeing-sleep-candle
https://sleepstation.org.uk/
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D E S T R E S S &  F I N D  Y O U R
I N N E R  P E A C E  F O R

S L E E P

Feeling tense and can't seem to
unwind? Banish stress with
Unwind from our Serenity candle
range. Beautifully infused
blending organic essential oils
including Lavender, Geranium (Rose)
and Cedarwood to help soothe your
mind and body, relieving
both from stress, anxiety
and tension while affiliating a sweet
floral aroma that is
peaceful, grounding and effectively
calming. Around 10.4 million working
days are lost due to stress,
depression and anxiety and can affect
all aspects of a life including
emotions, behaviour, thinking ability,
sleep and physical health.

Calm

Is anxiety is keeping you up at night and
you need a little mood boost of
happiness? Beat the blues and enter
peace and tranquillity with this subtle, yet
deep balsamic and zesty essence of the
thoughtfully synergised organic essential
oils of Frankincense, Sweet Orange and
Palmarosa in Inner Peace. Gently
summoning a sense of hope, mindfulness
and joy, lifting an air of positivity this
candle will have a positive impact on
mood through inhalation.

Create an oasis of Peace
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SLEEP RESTORATION 

1 | DITCH THE ELECTRONICS
The blue lights from our phones, tablets,
computers and televisions send confusing signals
to the brain and make it difficult for us to wind
down for bed. Try to avoid the electronics at least
a half hour to an hour before going to sleep. Try
reading a book instead of the night time movie!

2 | HAVE A LONG SOAK
An epsom salt soak packed with the miracle
working magnesium is the most effective and
natural way to help you drift off to sleep. Our
bodies are often deficient, as one of the
minerals we use up most when stressed and busy
and if you suffer from muscle ache that keeps you
up this will help with both sleep and muscle pain.

3 | BLACK OUT YOUR BEDROOM
For the best sleep, make sure there is no light in
your bedroom and that includes the LED light from
your digital alarm clock.

4 | NO CAFFIENE
Try and avoid any form of caffeine or sugary drinks
in the evening including your after dinner tea or
coffee. This is most likely one of the causes of your
poor sleep quality. Opt for a herbal tea or water
but not too much as frequent trips to the loo will
disturb your sleep.

5 | HAVE AN EARLY MEAL
Having dinner late on in the evening will make it
more difficult for you to fall asleep as your body will
have to work harder to digest the food.

6 | MIDNIGHT SNACKS
If your really hungry before bed, its best to have a
light snack as low blood sugar can keep you up
too. Avoid anything sugary.

7| PLANTS FOR SLEEP
Maximise on all that deep breathing while you
sleep by surrounding yourself with oxygenating
plants, such as peace lilies, spider plants,
dracaena and snake plants. They improve your air
quality AND your health at the same time.

8 | LIGHTING
Keep lighting dim in the evenings and especially up
to two housr before you go to bed as this helps
your brain to recognise that its time to sleep.

9 | YOUR BEDROOM IS FOR SLEEPING
If you use your bedroom as an office or to chill out
in the day time you may want to consider finding
another peaceful space to work from or chill out.
Your bedroom is your sleep sanctuary and its al
about training your brain.

10 | NIGHTCAP
Sorry ladies, while a pre-bedtime vino can definitely
speed up the shut-eye, its also been known to
wake you in the middle of the night too and will
cause some serious dehydration.

11 | KEEP COOL
Your sleep environment temp should be at a cool
17 to 21 degrees.

12 | DAYLIGHT
Get as much daylight in the daytime as possible.
Ever been stuck in a dark room all day and wonder
why all you can do is yawn? Your brain is mistaking
it for being night time and begins to produce
melatonin. Getting plenty of light in the day will
switch off melatonin production and your brain will
recognise that you have to be awake!

13 | JOURNAL
go to bed with loads of thoughts swirling

around in your head. Instead write them in a journal
and if your todo list is keeping you up, note this
down too. This will release any tension from your
mind.

14 | POST WORK OUT
It takes our bodies 6 hours to cool down after a
work out and the drop in temperature that
makes us feel sleepy so if you work out in the
evenings try and keep this to at least 6 hours
before bedtime.

T W E A K S T O
H E L P Y O U
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